Abstract-A wireless sensor network consisting of a large number of small sensors with low-power transceivers can be an effective tool for gathering data in a variety of environments. Prolonged network lifetime and scalability are important requirements for many sensor network applications. Clustering is an effective topology control approach in wireless sensor networks, which can increase network scalability and lifetime. Clustering sensors into groups so that sensors communicate information only to cluster heads and then the cluster heads communicate the aggregated information to the processing center, may save energy. The weakly connected dominating set (WCDS) is very suitable for cluster formation. Then we find a suitable route for sending packets with a new routing algorithm with the help of the created cluster. In this paper, we propose a distributed, algorithm for WCDS construction in wireless sensor networks based on distributed learning automata. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm several experiments have been conducted.
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network consists of many sensor nodes. The sensors which are randomly deployed in the environment of a phenomenon play the role of gathering specific data from the environment, processing and finally sending it to the base station. Sensor networks have critical applications in the scientific, medical, commercial, and military domains [1] . One of the advantages of wireless sensors networks is their ability to operate unattended in harsh environments where contemporary human-in-the-loop monitoring schemes are risky, inefficient and sometimes infeasible. Given the vast area to be covered, the short lifespan of the battery-operated sensors and the possibility of having damaged nodes during deployment, large population of sensors are expected in most WSN applications. It is envisioned that hundreds or even thousands of sensor nodes will be involved [2] . Network lifetime can be defined as the time elapsed until the first node or the last node in the network depletes its energy (dies). Grouping sensor nodes into clusters has been widely pursued by the research community. Clustering the network efficiently is an important way of managing large number of sensor nodes. Clustering mechanisms being especially effective in increasing network scalability and reducing data latency, have been extensively exploited. In addition to supporting network scalability, clustering has numerous advantages. It can localize the route set up within the cluster and thus reduce the size of the routing table stored at the individual node [3] . Clustering can also conserve communication bandwidth since it limits the scope of intercluster interactions to CHs and avoids redundant exchange of messages among sensor nodes [4] . Moreover, clustering can stabilize the network topology at the level of sensors and thus cuts on topology maintenance overhead. Every cluster would have a leader, often referred to as the clusterhead. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, overview on clustering algorithms. In Section III, preliminaries on dominating sets and weakly connected dominating set problem. In section IV learning automata and some of its variations are presented. Section V describes the assumptions and prime goals of the study. In section VI details of the proposed clustering algorithm are presented. Section VII describes details of the proposed routing algorithm. In section VIII, performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated via simulations and then compared with some other clustering protocols. Finally, section IX concludes the paper and gives the directions of future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly overview some of the existing clustering algorithms for wireless sensor networks and ad-hoc network. One of the most famous clustering algorithms introduced for sensor networks [5] is the low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) algorithm. In LEACH a predetermined fraction of nodes p, elect themselves as heads by comparing a chosen random number with a predefined threshold. After the heads are elected, they broadcast an advertisement message to the rest of the nodes in the network that are the new heads. Upon receiving this advertisement, all the non-cluster head nodes decide on the cluster to which they want to belong, based on the signal strength of the advertisement. HEED [6] is a protocol which periodically selects cluster heads according to a hybrid of the node residual energy and a secondary parameter through constant time iterations. It uses the primary parameter, i.e., residual energy to select an initial set of cluster heads and the secondary parameter AMRP, ‫ܴܲܯܣ‬ = ∑ ‫ݓܲ݊݅ܯ‬ ‫ݎ‬ ݅
‫ܯ‬ ݅=1
‫ܯ‬ to "break ties" among them, where ‫ݎݓܲ݊݅ܯ‬ ݅ denotes the minimum power level required by a node ‫ݒ‬ ݅ , 1 ≤ ݅ ≤ ‫,ܯ‬ to communicate with its cluster head, and M is the number of nodes within the cluster range. HEED achieves fairly uniform distribution of the cluster heads across the network. In hierarchical routing algorithms, at first a clustering scheme is applied to form a kind of hierarchy and afterward, the process of routing is divided into inter and intra-cluster phases. Some examples of these algorithms are "Fixed size cluster routing, TEEN, and APTEEN, and AIMRP [7] . ACE [8] is an emergent algorithm that uses just three rounds of feedback to form an efficient cover of clusters across the network. It uses the node degree as the main parameter to elect cluster heads.
The WCDS was first proposed for clustering adhoc networks by Chen and Liestman [9] . The proposed distributed approximation algorithm is also inspired by Guha and Khuller's centralized algorithm [10] for a CDS formation. However, this distributed algorithm is not localized because it uses some central coordinators to direct the algorithm execution. To address the problem of nonlocalized computation, Chen and Liestman also proposed a zonal algorithm [11] , hereafter referred as Zonal. In this approach, they divided the graph into regions, constructed a WCDS for each region, and made adjustments along the borders of the regions to produce a WCDS for the whole graph. Their algorithm for the partitioning phase is partly based on a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm of Gallageret et al. [12] . Akbari and Meybodi in [13] promoted the idea of clustering the Ad-Hoc network based on the weakly connected dominating sets with learning automata.
III. PRELIMINARIES DOMINATING SETS AND WEAKLY

CONNECTED DOMINATING SET
This section presents a brief review of the existing literatures for WCDS and CDS construction [13] . Wireless Ad-Hoc networks can be modeled as a unit disk graph G(V, E) , with the hosts representing the individual hosts and an edge connecting two hosts where the corresponding hosts are within transmission range of each other. Furthermore, a dominating set of the graph G(V, E)is a host subset ܵ ܸ, in a way that every host ‫ݒ‬ ܸ is either in ܵ or adjacent to a host of ܵ . A minimum connected dominating set is also a connected dominating set with the minimum cardinality. An minimum connected dominating set forms a virtual backbone in the graph through which the routing overhead can be significantly reduced as the number of hosts responsible for routing can be reduced to the number of hosts in the backbone [14, 15] . A dominating set ܵ is called a weakly connected dominating set of a graph G , provided that the graph 
A. Learning automata
Learning automatons are adaptive decision-making units. Through repeated interactions with a random environment, a learning automaton improves its performance by learning how to select the optimal action from a finite set of actions allowed. Based on a probability distribution kept over the action-set, the action is chosen randomly and at each instant the given action is used as the input to the random environment. The environment in turn, responds to the taken action with a reinforcement signal. Based on the reinforcement feedback from the environment, the action probability vector is then updated [16, 17] . The relationship between the learning automaton and its random environment has been shown in Fig.1 . There are two main families of learning automata: fixed structure learning automata and variable structure learning automata [16] [17] [18] . Variable structure learning automata are shown by a triple< ߚ, ߙ, ܶ >, where ߚ is the set of inputs, ߙ is the set of actions, and ܶ is the learning algorithm which is a recurrence relation used to modify the action probability vector. Assume that ‫)ܭ(ߙ‬ and ‫)ܭ(ܲ‬ denote the action chosen at instant ‫ܭ‬ and the action probability vector on which the chosen action is based, respectively. The action probability vector ܲ is updated by a linear learning algorithm shown in recurrence equation (1) and (2) . Let ߙ ݅ ‫)ܭ(‬ be the action chosen by the automaton at instant ‫.ܭ‬
When the taken action is rewarded by the environment (i.e.ߚ(݊) = 0) and
B. Distributed learning automata Distributed learning automata is defined as a network of the learning automata that collectively cooperate to solve a particular problem [17] . This network is formally defined by a quadruple< ‫,ܣ‬ ‫,ܧ‬ ܶ, ‫ܣ‬ 0 >, where ‫ܣ‬ = ‫ܣ{‬ 1 , … , ‫ܣ‬ ݊ }is the set of learning automata, ‫ܧ‬ ⊂ ‫ܣ‬ × ‫ܣ‬ is the set of the edges where edge ݁ (݅,݆ ) corresponds to the action ߙ ݆݅ of the automaton ‫ܣ‬ ‫ܫ‬ , the set of learning schemes with which the learning automata update their action probability vectors is represented by ܶ, and finally ‫ܣ‬ 0 is the root automaton of Distributed learning automata from which the automaton activation is started .
C. Variable action-set learning automaton
In a variable action-set learning automaton, the number of actions available at each instant changes with time. In this learning automaton there is a finite set of ݊ actions, ߙ = {ߙ 1 , … , ߙ ݊ }. ‫ܣ‬ = ‫ܣ{‬ 1 , … , ‫ܣ‬ ݉ } represents the set of action subsets and ‫)݊(ܣ‬ ߙ is the subset of all the actions that can be chosen by the learning automaton, at each instant ݊ . Each action subsets is randomly selected by an external agency according to the probability
The probability of choosing action ߙ ݅ , conditioned on the event that the action subset ܸ(݊) has already been selected and also ߙ ݅ ∈ ܸ(݊) and ܸ(݊) is set of active actions. The scaled probability ܲ ݅ (݊) is defined as:
is the sum of the probabilities of the actions in subset ܸ(݊) , and
A variable action-set learning automaton selects an action and updates the action probabilities through the following procedure. Suppose that ܸ(݊) is an action subset selected at instant ݊. At first, probabilities of all the actions in the selected subset are scaled before selecting an action. This is done as defined in (3) . Then based on the scaled action probability vectorܲ ݅ (݊), the automaton randomly chooses one of its possible actions. The learning automaton then updates its scaled action probability vector depending on the response received from the environment [19] .Upon receiving a rewarding of environment, updates its action probability vector as
Upon receiving a penalizing of environment, updates its action probability vector as
Then, probability vector of the actions of the chosen subset is rescaled as
V. DESCRIBES THE ASSUMPTIONS AND CRITERIA USED AND OUR PRIME GOALS
In this algorithm, a network of learning automata isomorphic to the input unit disk graph G(V, E) is initially formed by assigning to each vertex (e.g., ‫ݒ‬ ݅ ) of the graph a learning automaton (e.g., ‫ܣ‬ ݅ ). The resulting network of the learning automata can be described by a duple< ‫,ܣ‬ ߙ >, each vertex (or learning automaton) can be in one of two states active and passive, and is initially set to the passive state. In this method domination set is called the clusterhead set. The dominator nodes play the role of the clusterheads and their one-hop neighbors assume the role of the cluster members. Each host requires the following data structures to participate in the cluster formation process: T_energy, Average predetermined threshold energy network required for termination the cluster formation process as the probability of choosing the cluster-head set. Min_energy, The minimum energy of all nodes for clustering. max_repeat, A stopping condition for the algorithm as a maximum number of iterations. Collection_cluster_head, A set of the chosen cluster-heads at each iteration. Collection_memmber, A set of hosts in which each member is a one-hop neighbor of at least one host in the Collection_cluster_head. prob_vector, A vector of the probability of choosing the members of Collection_cluster_head. min_size, A dynamic threshold contains the cardinality of the smallest Collection_cluster_head which has been selected yet. iteration_num, A counter which keeps the number of constructed Collection_cluster_head.
VI. THE PROPOSED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a distributed approximation algorithm based on distributed learning automata clustering the wireless sensor networks. The proposed clustering algorithm consists of three phases.
A. Phase I
The first phase deals with setting up the network and recognizing neighborhood. After dispersing the sensors, the first step in cluster formation is recognition of the neighbors. Each host in the in the network ‫ܪ(‬ ݅ ) is assigned to a learning automaton ( ‫ܣ‬ ݅ ). A HELLO -PACKET massage is then sent to start the procedure. Any sensor that receives the message, i.e., is within the receiving range of the node, would be considered a neighbor of the sending node. Then through sending a message which comprises the node's ID fields and energy level field, the message is replied. Upon receiving a reply from each neighborhood node, the transmitter of HELLO-PACKET message determines the number of neighbors and the energy level of the nodes.
B. Phase II
In the second phase, weakly connected dominating set and clusters are formed. This phase consists of a number of iterations and each iteration a weakly connected dominating set is constructed by randomly activating a number of automata. In the proposed algorithm, to form the action-set of learning automaton ‫ܣ‬ ݅ , its corresponding host (i.e., host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ ) sends a message locally to its one-hop neighbors. The hosts within the transmission range of the sender reply the message once they receive it. In fact the host forms its action-set on the basis of the received replies. Each host by which the message is replied is associated with an action. Let ߙ ݅ = {ߙ ݅,݆ ‫ܪ|‬ ݆ is a neighbor of ‫ܪ‬ ݅ denotes the action-set of learning automaton ‫ܣ‬ ݅ . Action ߙ ݅,݆ corresponds to the selection of host ‫ܪ‬ ݆ as a cluster-head by host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ .As a result of this action-set formation method, some learning automata will have the same actions. A problem of these common actions is selecting the redundant dominators (the dominators by which no more dominate nodes are spanned) and also the same dominators by different automata. The proposed algorithm solves these problems by dealing with the learning automaton with changing number of actions [19] . After the automata action sets are determined, H ݅ which has the highest energy level in the network nodes, activates its corresponding automata, i.e., ‫ܣ‬ ݅ . This automata then randomly selects one of its actions(selecting the first dominating set).The probability with which learning automaton ‫ܣ‬ ݅ chooses this action is added to the prob_vector. Host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ then sends an activation message to the host (new cluster-head) corresponding to the chosen action.When a given host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ receives an activation message,the state of a given host changes to the active state.It then inserts its ID number as a new cluster-head into the Collection_cluster_head, provided that at least one of its one-hop neighbors is not in the Collection_memmber. This prevents selecting redundant cluster-heads. To update the Collection_memmber it adds its one-hop neighbors' ID to this list. Disabling the actions associated with the selected cluster-heads, updates the action-set of learning automaton ‫ܣ‬ ݅ . As mentioned before, this avoids selecting the same cluster-heads by different automata, and as a result improves the convergence speed of algorithm. In case there are moreactions that can be taken by learning automaton ‫ܣ‬ ݅ and the Collection_memmber does not include all the hosts, and averageenergy ofthe nodesin thenetworkis more than the pre-specifiedmin-energy,currently activated automaton ‫ܣ‬ ݅ chooses one of its actions as a new clusterhead, updates prob_vector by adding the choice probability of this action, and sends an activation message to the chosen cluster-head.
Otherwise, if the size of the Collection_memmber equals to the network size and the size of the Collection_cluster_head is less than or equal to dynamic threshold min_size, the dynamic threshold is set to the cardinality of the selected Collection_cluster_head and all the chosen actions of the activated automata are rewarded by sending back a rewarding message, otherwise they (i.e., the chosen actions of the activated automata) are penalized by sending back a penalizing message.At the end of each iteration, after the activated automata is rewarded or penalized, the action probability vector is updated once again (or rescaled). This is done by enabling all the disabled actions according to the rescaling method described in the variable action-set learning automata. Also at this stage, it should be verified if stopping condition of the cluster formation (or cluster maintenance) process is met. In other words, it should be checked if the choice probability of the Collection_cluster_head is less than the certain threshold T_energy or if iteration_numexceeds the per-specified threshold max_repeeat. The choice probability of the Collection_cluster_head is calculated as the product of the choice probabilities of the selected cluster-heads based on the information contained in prob_vector. If the stopping condition is true, currently active automaton i A initiates a new iteration, randomly chooses a new cluster-head, and sends an activation message to it. Otherwise, it generates a clustering message including the last selected Collection_cluster_head and broadcasts it within the network.Upon receiving a rewarding message, the activated host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ updates its action probability vector by rewarding chosen action ߙ ݅,݆ as ܲ ݅,݆ (݊ + 1) = ܲ ݅,݆ (݊) + ܽൣ1 − ܲ ݅,݆ (݊)൧, (7) where ܲ ݅,݆ is the probability with which host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ chooses host ‫ܪ‬ ݆ as a cluster-head, and penalizing the other actions ߙ ݅,݇ , for all ݇ ≠ ݆, as
) When activated host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ receives a penalizing message, it updates its action probability vector by rewarding chosen action ߙ ݅,݆ as
where ܲ ݅,݆ is the probability with which host ‫ܪ‬ ݅ chooses host ‫ܪ‬ ݆ as a cluster-head, and penalizing the other actions ߙ ݅,݇ , for all ݇ ≠ ݆, as
C. Phase III The third phase is that of re-clustering. Re-clustering phase is initiated when cluster heads do not have the necessary energy to send the data. In other words, the energy level is lower than the predetermined threshold level and actually degrades to a specified percent (RECLUSTERING_PERCENT) below the energy level at the time it was selected as a head.
The re-clustering process is similar to the initial clustering. There are differences between ad hoc and sensor networks, e.g., the sensors are not fast enough. Therefore, the re-clustering phase is not carried out as many times as that in the ad hoc networks. Within the same ranges weakly connected dominating set are only established when the average energy level in the network is reduced to a certain level. During the initial clustering, the choice probability of each cluster-head set candidate grows proportional to its optimality among the other candidates and as a result the overhead of the re-clustering phase is significantly smaller as compared with the initial clustering phase. Comparing with the initial clustering phase, re-clustering phase requires a significantly smaller number of iterations for finding the new optimal cluster-head set.
VII. THE PROPOSED ROUTING ALGORITHM
Initially, learning automata will be assigned to each node cluster head in the clustering. On the other hand, each of cluster head node in time of clustering knows all of its ominated set and the energy level of each node.Therefore, the initial probability vector of the learning automata action in cluster head node is calculated based on the number of nodes in the dominate set any cluster head (i.e. single-hop neighbors) and the energy level of nodes as follows:
ܲ ݅ : the probability of selecting the ith neighbor node; ‫݈݁ݒ݁ܮݕ݃ݎ݁݊ܧ‬ ݅ : the energy level of the ith neighbor node; N: the same number of nodes in each cluster (dominate set per cluster)Probability assigned to nodes, is a initial probability that changes during the life of the network and goes towards selection of higher reliability nodes (higher energy); In fact using learning automata, nodes learn to transmit information from the path that has a higher energy level. Each host requires the following data structures to participate in the routing formation process: Max-it: A counter which keeps the number of sending to cluster head. Each time it sends the package node to its cluster head this counter increases. Th-energy: A threshold of the average predetermined energy related to cluster head num-cluster: the number of constructed cluster heads of clustering phase. This algorithm in an iterative process including the following steps will send the data. However, until cluster head node has the required energy. In other words, until cluster head energy is not less than predetermined threshold Th-energy. As soon as the above condition will be violated, or the phase should re-cluster or do WCDS construction again.
First step: first the node that is selected as source, sends a message to the cluster head node for sending data packet. As soon as cluster head receives packet, puts its ID node in the routing table. When a node sends a packet to its cluster head, cluster head will compare energy level node with the average energy nodes cluster and based on the node energy level that the packet it received from, updates its action probability vector according to rules learning. Here we have two states: If the current node energy level is higher than the average energy of other nodes in the cluster
ܰ In this case, the mentioned action is rewarded and the probability of its selection is updated according to the following learning rules.
ܰ ) The mentioned action is penalized and the probability of its selection is updated according to the following learning rules.
Learning automata of the cluster head whose ID is cluster member nodes will send the packet to that node if the data packet destination is a member of its cluster. And the mentioned node will send the ACK message and data packet is sent to destination according to routing table. Otherwise it goes to the next step. Third stage: cluster head the of the member nodes that belong to other clusters is according to aweak connection on the first phase will be selected randomly.
Step Four: Now this node select the next cluster heads and cluster head adds ID node to routing table. and Max-it variables increases. If Max-it will be greater than num-cluster, the algorithm starts a new data iteration to send data and goes to the first stage. Otherwise it goes to the second stage. In subsequent sent the data packets with change in the destination of the packets in each send, data packets a node will be selected to send data packets, which its probability is higher than other nodes in the desired cluster. Therefore, energy consumption reduced.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we have conducted several simulations to study the performance of the proposed algorithms. All simulations have been implemented using glomosim simulator. Nodes are randomly deployed in a 1000(m) 1000(m), and initial energy level of nodes is selected uniformly and 227 mwh. Simulations are performed for 100, 200, … , 1000 nodes. The results are averaged over 25 runs. In all simulations, the learning parameter is fixed at a=b=0.2. EXPERIMENT 1 There exists an optimal value for a and b learning automata parameters which the proposed algorithm gives the minimum in term of energy consumption. As seen in Fig. 2 for value of a=b=0.2, energy consumption is optimal. EXPERIMENT 3 In this experiment, we compares of individual nodes remaining energy level changes with the number of nodes in the network. This parameter can be specified by the balance in the network. Fig. 4 gives the result of this comparison. EXPERIMENT 4 In this experiment we compare the proposed clustering algorithm in terms of average remaining energy by existing algorithms. Fig. 5 gives the result of this comparison. Figure 5. Comparison the average total energy used in different network EXPERIMENT 5 This experiment whose result is given in Fig. 6 compares the network lifetime for the proposed algorithm with LEACH, HEED algorithms. 
EXPERIMENT 6
In this experiment, we compares the number of generated clusters using the proposed method with LEACH, HEED. Fig. 7 gives the result of this comparison. EXPERIMENT 7 In this experiment, we compares the average End-to-end delay of generated routing using the proposed method and proposed method, LEACH, HEED in terms of average Endto-end delay. Figure 8 gives the result of this comparison. In this paper, a new clustering approximation algorithm for sensor networks based on learning automata was proposed. In the proposed algorithm, the dominators assume the role of the cluster-heads and their one-hop neighbors play the role of the cluster members. Then regarding created clusters, by a routing algorithm sending packets from source to destination is performed. To evaluate the performance of the method, several experiments were and the results obtained were compared with the results obtained for LEACH, the basic HEED in terms of mean total network energy consumption, remaining energy level of individual nodes, mean remaining energy, network lifetime, number of cluster, average End-to-End delay. Experiments showed that the proposed clustering algorithm outperforms the existing clustering algorithms.
